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JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
 
HATE CRIME AND PUBLIC ORDER (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
SUBMISSION FROM SOUTH GLASGOW CHURCH 
 
 
I am writing on behalf of South Glasgow Church – a community church based in 
Glasgow. We are part of a wider network of churches as members of the West of 
Scotland Gospel Partnership and the Evangelical Alliance in Scotland.  
 
We would be grateful if the following comments and concerns on the above Bill were 
taken into account by the Committee. These comments are a direct response to 
question number 6 on the consultation as considered by the leadership team at South 
Glasgow Church.  
 
Do you have views on the merits of Part 2 of the Bill and the plans to introduce a new 
offence of stirring up hatred?  
 
We have a variety of concerns about the proposals being made which we believe will 
have an impact upon our church life, our church members and those we come into 
contact with as we serve our local community.  
 
Firstly, we have a general concern for wider society in that the Bill is fairly subjective 
regarding the issue of stirring up hatred. It is easy to foresee a situation where an 
individual is unwittingly criminalised because hatred is perceived in what they say or 
how they say it rather than because it was intended.  
 
It would not then be inconceivable that individuals are accused of stirring up hatred 
even within their private residence during discussions with other people and as such 
the Bill presents a threat to free speech whilst also threatening the private space of 
individuals.  
 
We are concerned that these factors would naturally lead to a limiting of free speech 
and the free exchange of ideas for fear of causing offence which is the opposite of a 
liberal, democratic society such as ours. This issue is already present and causing 
deep divisions within society on a political and social level and the Bill will further 
aggravate these divisions.  
 
Therefore, we believe the legislation would be better suited to deal with threatening 
conduct rather than the issue of stirring up hatred.  
 
Secondly, we have some concerns on behalf of both the Christian community and 
people of other faith groups.  
 
At present we are aware that Church services are subject to the Bill. Given the content 
of the Christian faith which makes unique claims about Jesus Christ and given that the 
ethical viewpoint of the bible on some social issues such as marriage, sexuality and 
gender are not always shared across society, it would seem that a distinct threat exists 
for the freedom of the Christian church to express the content of their faith.  
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This issue will of course also affect other faiths in certain areas where there are shared 
values across multiple faith groups. As such the Bill should include stronger 
protections for religious groups which are not currently present.  
 
For these reasons we are expressing our concerns as outlined. We believe that these 
factors not only present a threat to religious groups but to all groups across society. 
The ability to conduct rigorous debate and to disagree with one another has been a 
bedrock of our society and the Bill threatens to erode this.  
 
Thank you for opening the consultation and we trust that the exercise will present you 
with useful information to help the Scottish Government with their decision making. 
 
 
South Glasgow Church  
23 July 2020 


